Modelling of compressible and orthotropic surgical mesh implants based on optical deformation measurement.
There is a potential mismatch between surgical mesh implants for hernia repair of pelvic floor surgery and the host tissue because soft tissue is incompressible and meshes are compressible. Therefore, mesh and tissue may develop different stiffness over the range of deformation. In addition compressibility is related to a change of porosity of the mesh which may decrease during the deformation. Scar formation and the ingrowth of the mesh can be related to effective porosity which decreases discontinuously in uniaxial loading at a critical stretch when pore areas collapse and therefore the mesh becomes ineffective. Compressibility requires several non standard approaches which can be performed with high accuracy and local resolution by deformation measurement with digital image correlation (DIC). A compressible hyperelastic model is chosen and identified with biaxial deformation measurements. Also effective porosity of deformed meshes can be calculated on the basis of biaxial deformation. The proposed constitutive equation and the developed model of effective porosity are represented in form of principle stretch. Stretch can be measured with magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) visible meshes so that stress and effective porosity can be derived in vivo.